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Collectors interest has skyrocketed since it was announced that DC and the territories will get their
own quarter program. These unprecedented programs end soon. After the final quarter is released
to the public, you will slowly have fewer chances of finding all 56 coins in your pocket change. Start
collecting these beautiful pieces of history today!
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It looks nice on the pictures and is one of a few quarter maps that opens as a two-side booklet
compared to other three-fold maps, which makes it easier to display on the wall, for example.I'm
disappointed by its quality; it is very durable from the outside, but the map itself is made from a very
thin paper, has multiple air bubbles and wrinkles.

My 8 year old daughter has been collecting quarters for awhile & I was looking for a map to place
them in. This one is perfect. Not only does it have punch-outs where you are supposed to place the
quarters (which my daughter is also collecting now), but there are reinforced holes on the top
corners of the map that make it hangable. The map itself is a thin layer of paper over cardboard, so
you have to be careful not to rip the paper when you take out the quarter size punch-outs. The
quarters fit snug, but if you turn it upside-down and push on the back gently you can get it out to
replace or adjust the quarter with very little effort. Really, though, it's to display the quarters, not to
play with them & it's fun to see it on her bedroom wall. We even use the map to track our other
packages on-line:-)

I have been collecting the state quarters ever since they came out. Then they did the district's and I
needed a new way to show them off. This map had more information, and filled what I was looking
for in a way to present all my quarters.

I love the layout of this new quarter display board. It is handy folded... but I wanted to put it on a
wall, and so far I haven't found one large enough as well as decorative enough... but, THAT is my
problem! ;o) I would recommend this to anyone who wants to display (or collect) all the state and
extra quarters. Thank you.

Just received these (I bought two) and my 6 year old has scoured the house for all the quarters she
can find. We're learning the dates each became a state, the seal of each state, and it even includes
the American Territories which is a bit more learning. The folder is hard and durable and once the
quarters go in, they're not coming out! (We tried). Incidentally we put a couple of National Park
Quarters into the states without realizing they were National Park Quarters. So now I'm off to find a
similar item to begin our collection of the National Park Quarters . . . and I need another one of
these since my soon to be 3 year old would like her own too!

My 5 year old son is very interested in geography and after losing his first tooth and getting quarters
from the tooth fairy, he realized there are state quarters and immediately wanted to collect them all.
So I came on here looking for something that would be easy for him to keep track of which states he
had and also make a nice display piece for when it was full and this was perfect. Great price, great
product. It came in the mail last night and he got all 27 of his quarters in it right away (with help from
dad) and cannot wait to collect the remaining ones. We love it!

I needed a quarter map for awhile and researched to find the best one. I finally ordered this one and
was pleasantly surprised when I received it. The colors are beautiful and the map is very sturdy.
Once the quarters go in they are in for good. My kids and I (14, 11 and 8) all put the quarters in
together and had a great time. Now I realize I only need 5 more states and 3 more territories. Before
the map they were all in a bag in my dresser and everytime someone gave me a quarter I had to go
and dig them all out if I wasn't sure whether I had it or not. This map also has hanging holes, which
will allow me to hang it on the wall once I have completed the map. Good product Whitman!!

I bought this for my son as they were studying the states at school. He did chores for the quarters

and got to learn about the states at the same time. His is still looking for a couple of the quarters
and we are enjoying hunting for them all!
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